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Paula Scher Maps
To commemorate the thirty-fifth anniversary of Pentagram Design, the partners of this
illustrious firm present a series of signature annual documents, from 1975 to the
present, that explore a unique topic of interest to the Pentagram designers, from
Australian mailboxes to the pop architecture of Wildwood, NJ.
In the early 1990s, celebrated graphic designer Paula Scher (Make It Bigger, 2002)
began painting maps of the world as she sees it. The larger her canvases grew, the
more expressionistic her geographical visions became. Displaying a powerful command
of image and type, Scher brilliantly transformed the surface area of our world. Paintings
as tall as twelve feet depict continents, countries, and cities swirling in torrents of
information and undulating with colorful layers of hand-painted boundary lines, placenames, and provocative cultural commentary. Collected here for the first time, Paula
Scher MAPS presents thirty-nine of Scher's obsessively detailed, highly personal
creations.
THE STORY: Boxer Pedro Quinn, an introverted loner, wins a surprise split-decision
against the reigning middleweight champion, Mantequilla Decima. Used to winning,
Mantequilla grows embittered by the loss of his title. Worse, he starts hearing one
Here is a complete, comprehensive drawing reference for design students and
professionals alike who want to implement drawing as a professional tool. In Drawing
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for Graphic Design, Timothy Samara empowers readers to add drawing to their design
vocabulary, featuring case studies of commercial projects from start to finish along with
a showcase of real-world projects that integrate drawing as an intrinsic part of their
visual communication. Filled with original author drawings and sketches, it’s a musthave reference that will benefit designers of all levels.
In the early 1990s, celebrated graphic designer Paula Scher (Make It Bigger, 2002)
began painting maps of the world as she sees it. The larger her canvases grew, the
more expressionistic her geographical visions became. Displaying a powerful command
of image and type, Scher brilliantly transformed the surface area of our world. Paintings
as tall as twelve feet depict continents, countries, and cities swirling in torrents of
information and undulating with colorful layers of hand-painted boundary lines, placenames, and provocative cultural commentary. Collected here for the first time, Paula
Scher MAPS presents thirty-nine of Scher's obsessively detailed, highly personal
creations. Noted author Simon Winchester (The Map That Changed the World)
introduces the book.
"Hipgnosis was the design firm of choice for the biggest and best bands of the classic
rock era. Formed by Storm Thorgerson and Aubrey Powell in 1968, Hipgnosis was a
graphic design studio specializing in creative photography and working mainly in the
music business designing album covers for many rock 'n' roll bands including Pink
Floyd, Led Zeppelin, Genesis, 10cc, Yes, Peter Gabriel, Black Sabbath, Paul
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McCartney, Syd Barrett and Styx, amongst others. For a dozen years Hipgnosis
created timeless rock iconography. This is the first book to document their output in
detail, focusing on over 60 package designs - from cover to label - written about in
entertaining detail by the men who created them. Also included are short essays by
musicians (such as Pink Floyd's Nick Mason), artists (Peter Blake) and fellow designers
(Paula Scher) on their favorite covers, plus a contextual commentary by Adrian
Shaughnessy, as well as unseen photographs and ephemera."--BOOK JACKET.
Living in harmony with your neighbor isn't always easy, but it's doubly difficult if you're a
bear living in a New York City brownstone, getting ready to hibernate, and the
kangaroos' tap dancing upstairs and Miss Cat's piano playing reverberate through the
walls and floors. But Miss Cat has her own complaint: the cooking smells from the pigs
downstairs. Happily, the wise owl landlord rearranges everybody so they can live in
peace. This warm and funny story, slightly revised from the 1972 original, shows the
young reader that you can learn to respect and live with others who are different from
you.

A compelling exploration of the ways that humans have mapped the world
throughout history - now in a compact new edition Map: Exploring the World
brings together more than 250 fascinating examples of maps from the birth of
cartography to today's cutting-edge digital maps and reflects the many reasons
people make maps - to find their way, to assert ownership, to encourage
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settlement, or to show political power. Carefully chosen by an international panel
of experts and arranged to highlight thought-provoking contrasts and similarities,
it features maps by the greatest names in cartography and lesser-known
creators, as well as rare maps from indigenous cultures around the world.
Protégé of design legend Massimo Vignelli and partner in the New York office of
the international design firm Pentagram, Michael Bierut has had one of the most
varied careers of any living graphic designer. The projects he presents in this
book illustrate the breadth of activity that graphic design encompasses today, his
goal being to demonstrate not a single ideology, but the enthusiastically eclectic
approach that has been a hallmark of his career. Each project is told in Bieruts
own entertaining voice and shown through historic images, preliminary drawings
(including full-size reproductions of the notebooks he has maintained for over
thirty-five years), working models and rejected alternatives, as well as the
finished work. Along the way, he provides insights into the creative process, his
working life, his relationship with clients, and the struggles that any design
professional faces in bringing innovative ideas to the world today. This revised
and expanded edition of Bieruts bestselling monograph features new projects for
major clients, such as Mastercard and The Poetry Foundation. Inspiring,
informative and authoritative, How to... is a bible of graphic design ideas.
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In 1793, a canal digger named William Smith made a startling discovery. He
found that by tracing the placement of fossils, which he uncovered in his
excavations, one could follow layers of rocks as they dipped and rose and
fell—clear across England and, indeed, clear across the world—making it possible,
for the first time ever, to draw a chart of the hidden underside of the earth. Smith
spent twenty-two years piecing together the fragments of this unseen universe to
create an epochal and remarkably beautiful hand-painted map. But instead of
receiving accolades and honors, he ended up in debtors' prison, the victim of
plagiarism, and virtually homeless for ten years more. The Map That Changed
the World is a very human tale of endurance and achievement, of one man's
dedication in the face of ruin. With a keen eye and thoughtful detail, Simon
Winchester unfolds the poignant sacrifice behind this world-changing discovery.
Take a peek inside the heads of some of the world’s greatest living graphic
designers. How do they think, how do they connect to others, what special skills
do they have? In honest and revealing interviews, nineteen designers, including
Stefan Sagmeister, Michael Beirut, David Carson, and Milton Glaser, share their
approaches, processes, opinions, and thoughts about their work with noted brand
designer Debbie Millman. The internet radio talk host of Design Matters, Millman
persuades the greatest graphic designers of our time to speak frankly and openly
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about their work. How to Think Like a Great GraphicDesigners offers a rare
opportunity to observe and understand the giants of the industry. Designers
interviewed include: —Milton Glaser —Stefan Sagmeister —David Carson —Paula
Scher —Abbott Miler —Lucille Tenazas —Paul Sahre —Emily Oberman and Bonnie
Siegler —Chip Kidd —James Victore —Carin Goldberg —Michael Bierut —Seymour
Chwast —Jessica Helfand and William Drenttel —Steff Geissbuhler —John Maeda
Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of
books on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art.
Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art,
photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business
and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to publish a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply committed to
quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often
publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose
expertise can help our audience of readers.
A practical guide for compiling a portfolio offers examples and assignments for
newspaper design, retail design, book jackets, political posters, record packages,
magazine design, and promotional design
Paula Scher: MAPSPrinceton Architectural Press
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At War with War visualizes humanity's 5,000-year-long state of conflict, chaos,
and violence on a continuous timeline. Seventy pages of stark black-and-white
pen-and-ink drawings and woodcuts illustrate history's most notorious battles -from 3300 BCE to the present day. Interspersed are contemplations on war from
historic thinkers, including excerpts from "The Art of War" by Sun Tsu, "The
Complaint of Peace" by Desiderius Erasmus, and "The State" by Randolph
Bourne. Searing and sardonic, balancing anger and despair with wit and
humanity, these raw illustrations follow in the tradition of great social satirists
such as Honoré Daumier, Frans Masereel, Felix Vallotton, and Otto Dix.
Seymour Chwast is a design legend. As co-founder with Milton Glaser of Push
Pin Studios, he led a revolution in graphic design in the 1960s and '70s,
producing bold, vibrant work that pushed the limits of nearly every visual
medium.Now, he turns his pen and sketchpad toward creating a new book on a
subject that has been a personal obsession for nearly six decades: the fight
against war, humankind's never-ending scourge.
A larger-than-life figure in the design community with a client list to match, Paula Scher
turned her first major project as a partner at Pentagram into a formative twenty-fiveyear relationship with the Public Theater in New York. This behind-the-scenes account
of the relationship between Scher and "the Public," as it's affectionately known,
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chronicles over two decades of brand and identity development and an evolving
creative process in a unique "autobiography of graphic design."
Armed with hundreds of blank maps she had painstakingly printed by hand, Becky
Cooper walked Manhattan from end to end. Along her journey she met police officers,
homeless people, fashion models, and senior citizens who had lived in Manhattan all
their lives. She asked the strangers to “map their Manhattan” and to mail the
personalized maps back to her. Soon, her P.O. box was filled with a cartography of
intimate narratives: past loves, lost homes, childhood memories, comical moments, and
surprising confessions. A beautifully illustrated, PostSecret-style tribute to New York,
Mapping Manhattan includes 75 maps from both anonymous mapmakers and notable
New Yorkers, including Man on Wire aerialist Philippe Petit, New York Times wine critic
Eric Asimov, Tony award-winning actor Harvey Fierstein, and many more. Praise for
Mapping Manhattan: “What an intriguing project.”—The New York Times “A tender
cartographic love letter to this timeless city of multiple dimensions, parallel realities, and
perpendicular views.” —Brain Pickings “Cooper’s beautiful project linking the lives of
New Yorkers is one that will continue to grow.” —Publishers Weekly online
Chronicles the historical development of maps and mapping from the Bronze Age to the
present, collecting some 175 maps spanning ten millennia that represent the progress
of civilization and technology, from military plans that depict enemy positions, to the
famed London Underground layout, to the digitally enhanced renderings of today.
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38 portfolios from the city that put graphic design on the map. More than 400 images
highlight the most forceful creativity in consumer, corporate and publication design
coming out of New York City today. The 38 stand-out portfolios represent individuals
and firms such as Louise Fili, Desgrippes Gobe, Carin Goldberg, Jessica Helfand,
Landor Associates, Mirko Ilic, Paul Davis Studio, Seigal & Gale, and Studio Morris.
A stunningly designed review of the greatest album cover designs, spanning the classic
period from the 1950s to the 1970s, Album Cover Album first hit the bestseller charts in
1977. This led to the release of six follow-up hits, inspired a host of imitations, and
generated a long-playing sub-genre in art and design publishing. Album Cover Album is
edited and compiled by two designers who were among the most innovative pioneers of
the work that it celebrates. Storm Thorgerson's Hipgnosis earned world renown for the
epic photo shoots and iconic designs that went so perfectly with the music of Pink
Floyd. Meanwhile, Roger Dean's dreamscapes and unique typography became as
much a part of the rock generation as the Yes albums they adorned. Album Cover
Album features their selection of more than 600 sleeves in full color, and showcases
the astonishing diversity and excellence of design that the medium produced in its first
three decades. This new edition retains the lavish 12-inch format of the original and
replays the ingeniously themed compositions of each page. The album is given a fresh
spin by a new preface from Peter Gabriel and new forewords by Storm Thorgerson and
John Wetton, plus a 21st-century typographic facelift. The result is a celebration of the
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enduring appeal of vinyl.
Debbie Millman's illustrated essays and visual poems are part philosophy, part art, part
deeply personal memoir exposing the universal triumphs and tribulations of being
human. Her hand-lettered typography - sometimes tender, sometimes gritty, always
breathtaking in its visceral candor - makes Self Portrait as Your Traitor a moving
masterpiece of a singular art form that speaks to our deepest longings for beauty,
honesty, and the ineffable magic of what it means to live.
A celebration of one of the most important groups of Renaissance paintings Titian
(active 1506-1576) produced a masterful group of paintings for Philip II of Spain,
celebrating the loves of gods, goddesses, and mortals. Depicting scenes from Ovid's
narrative poem Metamorphoses, Titian named them "poesie" and considered the works
as visual equivalents of poetry. This volume presents a detailed study of the complete
series--Danaë, Venus and Adonis, Perseus and Andromeda, Diana and Actaeon, Diana
and Callisto, and The Rape of Europa, as well as The Death of Actaeon--lavishly
illustrated with details of these emotionally charged paintings. The book explores
Titian's creative process and technique, in addition to his use of literary and visual
sources and his correspondence with Philip II. The artistic legacy of the series for later
European painting is also examined in the works of artists such as Rubens, Velázquez,
and Rembrandt. Offering the most comprehensive overview of these remarkable works,
Titian: Love, Desire, Death is an indispensable resource for scholars and admirers of
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Renaissance painting.
Punch-out mask, with elastic band, on flyleaf.
A never-before-seen collection of United States National Park Service maps This book
brings togethere a collection of over 400 maps produced by the United States National
Park Service from 1910 to today. Photographer Brian Kelley has impulsively archived
the rarely seen treasures over the past three years, uncovering a design portfolio with
little to no credit to their respective designers. The growing collection displays a
progressive design approach, from more typographic-driven covers, to the proliferation
of duotone print production, culminating in the Unigrid system developed by Italian
designer Massimo Vignelli in the 1970s.
This landmark volume tells the story of Jean-Michel Basquiat from the intimate
perspective of his family, intertwining his artistic endeavors with his personal life,
influences, and the times in which he lived, and features for the first time work from the
Estate's largely unseen and significant collection of paintings, drawings, sketches, and
ephemera. Organized by the family of Basquiat, the exhibition and accompanying
catalogue feature over 200 never before and rarely seen paintings, drawings,
ephemera, and artifacts. The artist's contributions to the history of art and his
exploration into our multi-faceted culture--incorporating music, the Black experience,
pop culture, African American sports figures, literature, and other sources--are
showcased alongside personal reminiscences and firsthand accounts providing unique
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insight into Basquiat's creative life and his singular voice that propelled the social and
cultural narrative that continues to this day. Structured around key periods in his life,
from his childhood and formative years, his meteoric rise in the art world and beyond, to
his untimely death, the book features in-depth interviews with his surviving family
members.
Arranged by themes including personal terrain, inner visions, and global reckoning, a
catalog collects 350 works by an international range of artists creating map-related
works of art.
This collection of over 140 curated posters by the revolutionary graphic artist Seymour
Chwast provides context and insight into not only his five-decade career, but the poster
genre itself. Since founding Push Pin Studios alongside Milton Glaser and Edward
Sorel in the 1950s, Chwast's posters have been widely celebrated for their combination
of subversive style and strong political satire. His caustic humor, graphic hand, and
visual commentary cleverly synthesize in a way that is both wry and immediately
understandable. Posters are arranged by type--Causes, Commerce, Information,
Exhibits, and Lectures--rather than chronology, which, along with the large format,
invites readers to engage thematically with the designs. Commentary on each poster
makes this a valuable resource for students, educators, historians, and all who
appreciate the unique ability of posters to subvert notions of popular culture, politics,
and design at once. Essays by Shepard Fairey and Steven Heller contextualize
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Chwast's impact on 20th-century design.
Mapmaking fulfills one of our most ancient and deepseated desires: understanding the
world around us and our place in it. But maps need not just show continents and
oceans: there are maps to heaven and hell; to happiness and despair; maps of moods,
matrimony, and mythological places. There are maps to popular culture, from Gulliver's
Island to Gilligan's Island. There are speculative maps of the world before it was known,
and maps to secret places known only to the mapmaker. Artists' maps show another
kind of uncharted realm: the imagination. What all these maps have in common is their
creators' willingness to venture beyond the boundaries of geography or convention.
You Are Here is a wide-ranging collection of such superbly inventive maps. These are
charts of places you're not expected to find, but a voyage you take in your mind: an
exploration of the ideal country estate from a dog's perspective; a guide to buried
treasure on Skeleton Island; a trip down the road to success; or the world as imagined
by an inmate of a mental institution. With over 100 maps from artists, cartographers,
and explorers, You are Here gives the reader a breath-taking view of worlds, both real
and imaginary.
The book examines the graphic design profession primarily through the lens of the
business community it serves. The author draws from over three decades of design
experience to provide readers with a firsthand account of the creative process, that is,
advancing good ideas and personal vision within the corporate cultures and
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organizational dynamics that are predisposed to resist them. A focus on the
collaboration necessary to bring design ideas to life sets this book apart from others in
the genre.

A primer in visual intelligence and an exploration of the workings of the eye, the
hand, the brain and the imagination is comprised of an inexhaustible mine of
anecdotes, quotations, images, trivia, oddities, serious science, jokes and
memories, all concerned with the limitless resources of the human mind.
A book of stories by Stanley Donwood, Radiohead's long-time artist and
collaborator.
This is the first book of Joel Sternfeld's largely unseen early color photographs. In
1969 Sternfeld began working with a 35-mm camera and Kodachrome film, and
First Pictures contains works from this time until 1980. Here Sternfeld develops
traits that appear in his mature work: irony, a politicized view of America, concern
for the social condition. But there are also pictures that bear little relation to his
later work: color arrangements that parallel those of Eggleston, as well as street
photography which Sternfeld ceased making in 1976. The photographs in "First
Pictures" were made at a time when color photography was struggling to assert
itself against the authoritative black-and-white tradition, making this book a
revelation both in Sternfeld's oeuvre and in the history of contemporary
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photography. A major figure in the photography world, Joel Sternfeld was born in
New York City in 1944. He has received numerous awards including two
Guggenheim fellowships, a Prix de Rome and the Citibank Photography Award.
Sternfeld's books published by Steidl include "American Prospects" (2003),
"Sweet Earth" (2006) and "Oxbow Archive" (2008).
Maps are magical. Every graphic, like every story, has a point of view, and New
York is rife with mapmaking possibilities, thick with mythology, and glutted with
history. You Are Here: NYC assembles some two hundred maps charting every
inch and facet of the five boroughs, depicting New Yorks of past and present, and
a city that never was. "A Nightclub Map of Harlem" traces a boozy night from the
Radium and the Cotton Club to the Savoy and then the Lafayette; "Wonders of
New York" pinpoints three hundred sites of interest, including the alleged location
of Captain Kidd's buried treasure; the Ghostbusters subway map plots the route
from Astral Projections Place to Stay Puft Street; and a rejected proposal of
ornate topiaries illustrates a Central Park that might have been. This sequel to
the best-selling You Are Here includes original essays by Bob Mankoff, Maria
Popova, Sarah Boxer, and Rebecca Cooper, among others.
An exploration of walking and mapping as both form and content in art projects
using old and new technologies, shoe leather and GPS. From Guy Debord in the
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early 1950s to Richard Long, Janet Cardiff, and Esther Polak more recently,
contemporary artists have returned again and again to the walking motif. Today,
the convergence of global networks, online databases, and new tools for mobile
mapping coincides with a resurgence of interest in walking as an art form. In
Walking and Mapping, Karen O'Rourke explores a series of walking/mapping
projects by contemporary artists. She offers close readings of these
projects—many of which she was able to experience firsthand—and situates them
in relation to landmark works from the past half-century. Together, they form a
new entity, a dynamic whole greater than the sum of its parts. By alternating
close study of selected projects with a broader view of their place in a bigger
picture, Walking and Mapping itself maps a complex phenomenon.
The book looks inside great graphic designers and mapmakers' notebooks such
as Nicolas Felton, Joost Grootens, Paula Scher, Akkurat Studio and many
others, showing how reality become maps and maps a language and how this
language helps us to put ideas in order and how maps shape reality. Mind, maps
and infographics illustrates the connections between reality and abstraction,
which lead to the project of maps and infographics: the sketchbook as a tool of
exploration and learning.
A tribute to the barrier islands of the world invites awareness and conservation
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efforts, surveys their constantly changing nature, and is complemented by 185
original pieces of batik artwork.
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